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Abstract
The temperature dependence was studied of the spontaneous birefringence of the fully ferroelectric or ferroelastic phases of 21 boracite crystals with the formula M3B7O13X (M = Mg, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, or Cd; X = Cl, Br, or I). First-order phase transitions were observed with 3 types of sequences. The crystallophysical and potential technology applications of spontaneous birefringence are discussed.
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The techniques and results of measurements of the spontaneous birefringence versus temperature are discussed for the fully ferroelectric/fully ferroelastic phases of Mg—Cl, Cr—Cl, Mn—Cl, Mn—Br, Mn—I, Fe—Cl, Fe—Br, Fe—I, Co—Cl, Co—Br, Co—I, Ni—Cl, Ni—Br, Cu—Cl, Cu—Br, Zn—Cl, Zn—Br, Zn—I, Cd—Cl, Cd—Br and Cd—I boracites. Three types of phase sequence occur: 43m — mm2 — m — 3m (Fe—Cl, Fe—I, Co—Cl, Zn—Cl, Mn—I), 43m — mm2 — 3m (Fe—Br) and 43m — mm2 (all other compositions). All transitions are of first order. The magnetic ones are excluded from discussion.

Crystallographic and potential technological applications of the spontaneous birefringence are commented:

— Light gates (display, page composers, holographic storage): The favorable symmetry species 43mFmmm2, 43mFm, 43mF3rn and the high spontaneous birefringence of boracites allow light gate devices with longitudinal electrode configuration. Feasibility studies on single crystalline Fe—I and of epitaxial growth of Ni—Cl boracite show that the development of zero shear compositions is mandatory. Potential ways of their realization are discussed.
— The study of the statics and dynamics of domains and of their walls.
— The obligatory simultaneous optical control of the sample state during physical measurements, which is considered for the time being as one of the most important applications of spontaneous birefringence of boracites.

1 INTRODUCTION

Boracites form a large crystal family with the general formula M4B7O12X, where M stands for Mg, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd and X for OH, F, Cl, Br, I, NO3, S, Se and Te. If M equals lithium, the formula becomes Li4B7O12 for X being a halide, and Li4B7O12X for X being a chalcogenide.

Most—but not all—compositions transform from a cubic high temperature phase (point group 43m) to one or to a sequence of “fully ferroelectric”/“fully ferroelastic” (for nomenclature, see Ref. 7) phases with point symmetry mm2, m and 3m. At low temperatures many of them become ferromagnetoelectric (see Ref. 9, p. 135).

At the temperatures of the onset of the ferroelectric/ferroelastic phases the spherical optical indicatrix of the cubic phase deforms “spontaneously”, and in accord with the symmetry of these phases becomes a rotational ellipsoid (3m) or a triaxial ellipsoid (mm2, m). We are interested in the magnitude, orientation and temperature dependence, and in the technological and scientific applications of the spontaneous birefringence, Δn, in the principal sections of the indicatrix ellipsoids, and we call it “spontaneous” in analogy to spontaneous polarization, spontaneous deformation, etc.

2 HISTORICAL REMARKS

Volger remarks in his monograph on boracite (1855) that the children of the German town Lüneburg probably are the discoverers of boracite. They certainly played at dice with their “Würfelstein” long before G. S. O. Lasius officially discovered “Cubic Quartz” on Lüneburg’s nearby “Kalkberg” (1787). Since Westrumb (1788) found that the material contains boric acid, Mg and Ca, Werner baptized the mineral “Boracite” (1789).

The mineral boracite, Mg3B6O13Cl, is orthorhombic, hence birefringent below 265°C. Some well-grown specimens show beautiful large domains, but the majority complicated lamellar configurations. This was a tantalizing problem for researchers in the past century.
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‡ In this paper the boracite compositions will be abbreviated by M—X.
As early as 1821 Sir David Brewster found that "from the optical point of view boracite does not satisfy the requirements of the regular system", he thought boracite to be optically uniaxial and trigonal. Then B. Biot (1841) tried to explain the anomalous birefringence of cubic crystals by their composition as a set of plates, acting similarly on polarized light as a set of glass-plates. Once the famous crystallographer Franza E. Neumann had discovered (1841) that optically isotropic bodies may become birefringent owing to uniaxial pressure or to a thermal gradient, Marbach (1855) took up this idea and thought the birefringent layers of boracite were due to a pressure acting during crystallization. Others followed step (Reusch, Klocke 1880). Volger (1854) tried to prove that lamellar birefringent inclusions—"Parasite"—are formed during some kind of pseudomorphosis. This idea was tenacious: Decloiseaux still advocated it in 1863 and Klein in Göttingen (1880, 1881) claimed obstinately that a skeleton of parasite forms first and that boracite comes next. In the meantime Greinitz (1876) realized that even fresh and undecomposed boracite birefringent. Mallard in Paris (1876) carefully measured extinction directions and the principal refractive indices, and he was finally able to give the correct answer: boracite is a twinned aggregate of differently oriented blocks or lamellas of orthorhombic parts. He also was the first to state qualitatively (1882) that "the strength of the birefringence decreases with increasing temperature" and disappears at 265°C. After a vehement exchange of opinions between Klein and Mallard, Mallard’s explanations survived.

3 EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 Sample Preparation

3.1.1 Single crystals and chemistry Except for Mg-Cl boracite, a natural crystal of which—from Eime-Hannovert—was used, all single crystals were grown by gas phase transport. The natural crystals contained tiny amounts of Mn++, as detected by EPR.14

3.1.2 Crystal platelets Two principal sections of the mm2 phase (⊥ b-axis) and the sole principal section of the 3m phase lie in cubic (110) planes, therefore only platelets cut parallel to cubic (100) and (110) and polished with 1 μm diamond paste were prepared with 30 to 100 μm thickness for the higher birefringence compositions (e.g. Cl and Br boracites) and with up to 400 μm for small birefringence compositions (e.g. Fe-I, Mn-1, Zn-I).

3.1.3 Preparation of single domains The requirement of stress freeness of the samples for the correct measurement of spontaneous birefringence, Δnsp, of ferroelectric/ferroelastic phases necessitates fully poled samples or stress free domain patterns. One or another of the following methods was used to fulfill this requirement.

3.1.3.1 Electric field poling In the present study electric field poling was applicable in the case of the mm2 phases only. The polished and etched platelets were electroded after outgassing (~400°C) in ultra high vacuum by means of a transparent gold layer, deposited after applying a short flash of chromium in order to increase adherence. Two sample forms were used:

— (100)cub cut thin platelets for measuring Δn⊥ perpendicular to P⊥
— (110)cub cut rectangular platelets with the short dimension parallel [100]cub for measuring Δn∥ in the orthorhombic a, c and b∥ planes, as described earlier. Depending upon the resistivity of the material, both cooling in an electric field through Tc and switching more or less below were used for poling.

3.1.3.2 Ferroelastic poling of the mm2 phase In the mm2 phase of boracites (Aizu species 43mFmm2) single domains can be obtained by applying stress along [110]cub. For this purpose some thick (400 μm) (100)cub cut samples (Table I) were squeezed by means of micro jaws. Simultaneous observation along [001]cub under the polarizing microscope is mandatory to avoid cracking. The method is useful if high electric conductivity, e.g. above 200°C, impedes electric poling. Saturation is usually achieved in the central part of the samples only, owing to inhomogeneous stress.

3.1.3.3 Domain size enhancement by annealing and temperature cycling If poling by stress or electric field is not applicable, annealing above the
TABLE I

Methods used for obtaining single domains for measuring spontaneous birefringence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Electric Field Polarization</th>
<th>Stress // [(\delta)]</th>
<th>Temperature Crystallization through [^{\circ}]C</th>
<th>as-grown state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni-Cl</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr-Cl</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-Cl</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-Br</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr-Cl</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-Br</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-Cl</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr-Br</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr-Br</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-Cl</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-Br</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-Cl</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-Br</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The high \(T_c\) compositions were measured on a Leitz-hotstage. The accuracy of the absolute values of \(\Delta n_s\) is usually 1 to 5%.

4 RESULTS

4.1 General Remarks

In Figures 1 to 17 the results of the birefringence vs. temperature measurements are presented. As a rule, endeavours were made to measure \(\Delta n_s\) in all three indicatrix principal sections of the \(mm2\) phase, but it has been possible so far to collect \(\Delta n_s\) perpendicular to \(P_s\) only for all compositions studied. This is also the most interesting \(\Delta n_s\) for technical applications (see Section 5.4). For some compositions \(\Delta n_s\) of only two principal sections was measurable. Then the third one has been obtained by combining the values of the two measured ones (curves without dots in figures).

It has not been possible to detwin the \(m\)-phase entirely. Only lamellar packages composed of two kinds of \(m\)-domain, which originated from one orientation of \(mm2\) domain, have been isolated.

mm2/43m phase transition and(or) repeated slow cooling through \(T_c\) often yields a convenient size of orthorhombic single domains. The method proves the more successful, the fewer growth centres and polishing defects there are.

The lamellar structure (see Section 4.3) of the trigonal and monoclinic phase cannot be fully reduced by this method; it can be largely simplified, however, if an orthorhombic single domain is produced first.

3.1.3.4 As-grown and as-cooled samples sometimes display large domains (e.g. Ni–Cl, Ni–Br) which can be used directly for measurements (see Table I).

3.2 Measurement Technique

If not otherwise mentioned, \(\Delta n_s\) has been measured at \(\lambda = 546\) nm by means of an Ehringhaus compensator\(^{16}\) and compensating the path difference visually. For measurements vs. temperature the sample was lodged in a silvered quartz Dewar tube with plane parallel windows. The sample bathed in a temperature stabilized (±0.2 deg) nitrogen gas flow.
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In Figures 1 to 17 the results of the birefringence vs. temperature measurements are presented. As a rule, endeavours were made to measure \(\Delta n_s\) in all three indicatrix principal sections of the \(mm2\) phase, but it has been possible so far to collect \(\Delta n_s\) perpendicular to \(P_s\) only for all compositions studied. This is also the most interesting \(\Delta n_s\) for technical applications (see Section 5.4). For some compositions \(\Delta n_s\) of only two principal sections was measurable. Then the third one has been obtained by combining the values of the two measured ones (curves without dots in figures).
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3.1.3.4 As-grown and as-cooled samples sometimes display large domains (e.g. Ni–Cl, Ni–Br) which can be used directly for measurements (see Table I).
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FIGURE 3  $\Delta n_t$ of Mn$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Cl vs. temperature.

FIGURE 4  $\Delta n_t$ of Mn$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Br vs. temperature.

FIGURE 5  $\Delta n_t$ of Mn$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$I vs. temperature.

FIGURE 6  $\Delta n_t$ of Fe$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Cl, Fe$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Br and Fe$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$I vs. temperature.

FIGURE 7  $\Delta n_t$ of Co$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Cl vs. temperature (data on 3m phase are lacking).

FIGURE 8  $\Delta n_t$ ( $\perp P$ ) of Co$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Br vs. temperature.
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**FIGURE 9** $\Delta n_i (\perp P_i)$ of Co$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$I vs. temperature.

**FIGURE 10** Dispersion of $\Delta n_i (\perp P_i)$ of Co$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$I at $-78^\circ$C.

**FIGURE 11** $\Delta n_i$ of Ni$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Cl vs. temperature.

**FIGURE 12** $\Delta n_i$ of Ni$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Br vs. temperature.

**FIGURE 13** $\Delta n_i$ of Cu$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Cl vs. temperature.

**FIGURE 14** $\Delta n_i (\perp P_i)$ of Cu$_3$B$_2$O$_{13}$Br vs. temperature.
(Figure 18). Therefore the $\Delta n_z$ measurements of the $m$-phase were made on the pseudo-orthorhombic principal sections of these stacks of domain.

Spontaneous birefringence of the principal section of trigonal Fe–Cl, Fe–Br and Zn–Cl boracite has been measured (Figure 6 and 15), whereas the corresponding one of Fe–I and Co–Cl boracite has not been accessible to measurement so far.

As a rule, $\Delta n_z$ increases for a series of compositions if the metal ion is kept constant and the halogen is changed in the direction I $\rightarrow$ Br $\rightarrow$ Cl. The Curie temperatures increase in the same direction (Figures 6, 16 and 17).

### 4.2 Types of Optical Indicatrix Observed

**mm2-phase** The optical indicatrix of all orthorhombic boracites studied so far (see Table II)

#### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boracite</th>
<th>Type of mm2 indicatrix</th>
<th>Orientation correlation</th>
<th>D.A. plane</th>
<th>$n_x$, $n_y$, $n_z$</th>
<th>$P_a$, $P_b$, $P_c$</th>
<th>Ferroelastic shear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe–Cl</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co–Cl</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn–Cl</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn–Br</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn–I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–Br</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co–Cl</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co–Br</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni–Cl</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni–Br</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni–I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr–Cl</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr–Br</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr–I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn–Cl</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn–Br</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn–I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd–Cl</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd–Br</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd–I</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>4b</td>
<td>$b &lt; a = c$</td>
<td>a $\times$ b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Here, a, b, c correspond to the standard setting of the International Tables of X-ray Crystallography. Note that the convention $a < b < c$ has been used elsewhere (69/1, 67).

** Brackets:** probable correlation, but not yet checked by preservation photographs; no brackets: correlation confirmed by preservation photographs (22).

** For definition of A and B see Fig. 19.

D.A. = optical axis

Note: Information on the mutual orientation of indicatrix,
ferroelastic shear, senses of $P_a$ and $P_b$ and $P_c$ can be found in ref. (19).
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Type "A" and "B" of optical indicatrix of mm2 boracites (compare Table II) (a) type A, (b) type B.

is biaxial positive. However, two types thereof can be found:

Type A: the optical axes lie in the a, b-plane, i.e. perpendicular to \( P_s \) (Figure 19a), with \( n_b \) parallel to \( P_s \) and \( n_a \) and \( n_c \) parallel to the orthorhombic a and b axes, respectively, if a, b and c are defined by the standard setting of the International Tables of Crystallography. All chlorine and bromine boracites seem to belong to this type.

Type B: the optical axes lie in the b, c-plane with \( n_b \) parallel \( b \) and \( n_a \) parallel \( P_t \) (c-axis) (Figure 19b). This type is known so far for Fe-I and Mn-I boracite, and is supposed to occur in other iodine-boracites.

m-phase The type of indicatrix of the m-phase has not been elucidated so far because detwinning has not been achieved. There is, however, orthoscopic and conoscopic evidence that its form and orientation are very close to that of the mm2 phase (Figure 18).

3m-phase The optical character of the uniaxial index ellipsoid of the 3m-phase of Fe–Cl, Fe–Br and Zn–Cl boracite, is negative. That of the 3m-phase of Co–Cl and Fe–I boracite is probably negative, too.

4.3 Relation Between the Domain Orientation in the Phase Sequence mm2 \( \rightarrow m \rightarrow 3m \)

The difference in magnitude of \( \Delta n \), of the mm2-phase and the pseudo-orthorhombic one of the m-phase of a certain composition is usually very small. In special crystallographic directions the difference may even vanish completely or fall into the accuracy limits of measurement (e.g. \( n_{p0} \)-cut of Fe–Cl, Figure 6). Therefore the m-phase was overlooked in early investigations of Fe–Cl and Fe–I boracite. More careful measurements led, however, in the case of Fe–Cl, Co–Cl, and Zn–Cl boracite to the observation of a monoclinic phase of point group m, intermediate between the mm2 and 3m-phase (Figures 6, 7 and 15). The mm2 \( \rightarrow m \) transition is characterized by the splitting up of a mm2 single domain state into a package of fine lamellar twins of thickness 1 \( \mu \)m and less, with their composition plane perpendicular to the former mm2 polar direction (Figures 18 and 20). This twinning is consistent with point group m. For the species 43mFm twelve domain orientations are possible, but if one mm2 single domain is cooled to the m-phase one observes that the crystal—in an attempt at minimizing mechanical and electrostatic energy—chooses only that lamellar twin pair—out of the six possible ones—the monoclinic individuals of which are related by the lost symmetry elements of the original mm2 domain. This relationship has successfully been used for interpreting EPR spectra of lamellar packages of Mn\(^{2+}\) doped Zn–Cl boracite.

On further cooling to the 3m-phase the monoclinic packages of lamellas transform as a rule into packages of rhombohedral lamellas with the same orientation of the composition planes (Figure 20). For the sake of plausibility, the monoclinic and rhombohedral tilt with respect to the cubic cell, respectively 90°-\( \beta \) and 90°-\( \alpha \), has been exaggerated in Figure 20 (boxes 5, 7), likewise the tilt of the direction of \( P_s \) and the extinction directions of the m-phase (box 5). In reality, the deviation of the extinction direction in the m-phase (box 5) relative to that of the mm2 phase (box 3) is hardly perceptible, nor does the conoscopic figure of the lamellar array differ from that of the mm2 single domain (Figure 18).
FIGURE 20. Correlation of reversible domain orientations in the transition sequence $\text{mm2} \rightarrow m \rightarrow 3m$ (deviation of monoclinic and rhombohedral angles $\beta$ and $\alpha'$, respectively, from 90° is exaggerated).

Owing to high coercive fields of the rhombohedral phases, large $3m$ single domains can be obtained only by electroding and poling very thin (111) eut slabs. These are not adequate for measuring $\Delta n_3$ in the principal section. Therefore $\Delta n_3$ of the $3m$ phase of Fe–Cl, Fe–Br and Zn–Cl boracite (Figures 6 and 15) had to be measured on (110)$_\text{sub}$ cuts on spontaneously formed domains of lamellar form and moderate width. These domains were, however, not necessarily stress/strain free.

4.4 Comments on the Measurement of Spontaneous Birefringence versus Temperature of Individual Compositions

*Cr–Cl-boracite* Only $\Delta n_3$ perpendicular to $P_3$ has been measured (Figure 2) by means of a Senarmont compensator and photoelectric detection on a domain stable at zero electric field. Domain stability was, however, a problem for most other Cr–Cl samples (see Section 4.5.4).

*Fe-boracites* The iron boracites (Figure 6) demonstrate nicely how the magnitude of $\Delta n_3$ and that of the transition temperatures increase in the sense I–, Br–, Cl-boracite. The thermal hysteresis of all phase transitions—except for the $3m \rightarrow m \rightarrow \text{mm2}$ transitions of Fe–I$^{2+}$—was ≤ 0.2 degree owing to good quality of the samples. The indicatrix of orthorhombic Fe–I is of the type B (Table II, Figure 19) with $n_{\beta, \alpha}$ perpendicular to $P_3$ (data with full lines from Ref. 25).

*Co-boracites* For Co–Cl boracite, only measurements on the (110)$_\text{sub}$ cut have been made. The difference in $\Delta n_3$ between the $m$ and mm2 phase is extremely small (Figure 7). In a good quality crystal the $m = \text{mm2}$ hysteresis was 0.2 degree or smaller; in less perfect crystals, up to 10 degrees hysteresis was found. It is noteworthy that measurements of
the Mössbauer effect on Co-Cl boracite did not reveal the transition $m = mm'^2$.25

For Co-Br boracite, only $\Delta n_\parallel$ perpendicular to $P_\parallel$ was measurable (Figure 8) because of high coercive fields (Table I). In a poor quality crystal with sector structure, $T_c$ was lower by six degrees in some regions and $\Delta n_\parallel \sim 12$ percent lower than in good crystals.

Co-I boracite is strongly absorbing27 and has necessitated a small thickness of sample (48 $\mu$m) for correctly interpreting the inference order. Domain instabilities required the maintenance of a bias field of $20.6 \times 10^5$ Vm$^{-1}$. The temperature dependence of $\Delta n_\parallel$ perpendicular to $P_\parallel$ (Figure 9), measured at $\lambda = 300$ nm, is not unusual but contrasts with that reported28 for $\lambda = 632.8$ nm, which shows a sign reversal at about $-85^\circC$ (Figure 9). In order to clarify this point we have measured the dispersion of $\Delta n_\parallel$ (Figure 10) at $-78^\circC$, which is closely below $T_c$ ($-75^\circC$). An anomalous dispersion is observed with a maximum of $\Delta n_\parallel$ peaking around $\lambda \approx 540$ nm. Because of the presence of absorption maxima at about 445 nm and 580 $\mu$m27 measurement below 480 nm and above 560 nm was not possible with an ordinary tungsten lamp. The decrease of $\Delta n_\parallel$ above 550 nm probably continues with increasing wavelength and may lead to a sign reversal at about 620 nm. This would explain the results reported28 for $\lambda = 632.8$ nm.

**Ni-boracites** Measurements of the temperature dependence of $\Delta n_\parallel$ of Ni-Cl and Ni-Br boracites were performed earlier.29 In Figures 11 and 12 improved measurements are presented which have been performed on (110)$_{cub}$ cut slabs containing large domains both of $n_{\parallel,\alpha}$ and $n_{\parallel,\alpha'}$.

The low temperature phase of Ni-I boracite has not been studied. A discussion of the parasitic birefringence of the cubic phase of Ni-I has been published recently.30

**Cu-boracites** The slope of $n_{\parallel,\alpha}$ ($\perp P_\parallel$) with temperature of Cu-Cl boracite (Figure 13) is the steepest one observed among all mm2 boracites studied. This reflects a "close to second order" phase transition, also evident from Raman effect31 and piezoelectric measurements.32 A strong temperature dependence of spontaneous polarization (high pyroelectric coefficient) was therefore expected, and has been confirmed experimentally33 (see below). The second order tendency is not found for Cu-Br boracite (Figure 14).

**Zn-boracites** The behaviour of Zn-Cl boracite is very similar to that of Fe-Cl boracite, except that a larger thermal hysteresis has been found for the former (Figure 15). It is noteworthy that Zn-Cl has the particularity that large crystals in the 3m state usually consist of only one stack of lamellas made up of two out of the four possible domain states. This fact facilitated very much the interpretation of EPR data.30 The behaviour of Zn-Br and Zn-I boracites (Figure 16) conforms to that of the majority of the mm2 phases.

**Cd-boracites** Only tiny samples (<1 mm$^2$) with even smaller single domains (narrow-bands) were available for the measurements. Therefore only $\Delta n_\parallel$ ($\perp P_\parallel$) has been measurable for Cd-Cl, Cd-Br and Cd-I boracite (Figure 17). The observed small and usual temperature dependence does in no way indicate an additional phase transition which was expected to exist on the basis of DTA-measurements34 in Cd-Cl and Cd-Br, around 298–315°C and 248–270°C respectively.

4.5 Some Possible Sources of Erroneous Results

4.5.1 "Forbidden" orthorhombic 180° head-head (tail-tail) domains In some orthorhombic boracites (Mg-Cl, Ni-Cl, Zn-Br) unexpected electrostatically and ferroelastically unallowed 180°C domains with (001)$_{cub}$ as composition plane have been observed35 (Figure 21). They often occur in small depth (e.g. 5 $\mu$m) beneath the natural surface of cubic (100) facets. For opposite sense of $P_\parallel$ these domains give rise to an apparently smaller $\Delta n_\parallel$ perpendicular to $P_\parallel$. Therefore, testing for symmetric path difference for opposite field polarity is mandatory.

**FIGURE 21** "Forbidden" composition plane (001)$_{cub}$ of mm2 180° head-head (tail-tail) domains.
4.5.2 Superposition of growth sectors  Often different growth sectors having different Curie temperatures are superposed in a sample. This situation may lead to steps in the $\Delta n_e(T)$ curve (e.g. Co-Br). The most spectacular difference in Curie temperature among different growth sectors has been observed for Cu-Br boracite:

- clear (100) sector: $T_c = -33.3^\circ C$ (cooling), $-30.0^\circ C$ (up heat),
- dark (111) sector: $T_c = -43.1^\circ C$ (cooling), $-38.2^\circ C$ (up heat).

The very low $T_c$ ($-53^\circ C$) reported elsewhere may be due to a (111) sector grown under somewhat different conditions.

4.5.3 Superposition of allowed 180°C domains  Poled (110) cut platelets may appear homogeneous on the (110) facet. In reality spike like domains with antiparallel polariisation may be visible (including zero) and at any temperature (normal behaviour).

In some boracites the reverse situation on Figure 23 has been observed, i.e. region C coming down into the zero and small field strength region and region A shifting up to high field strength (e.g. Ni-Br, Cu-Cl). This would be the sequence expected in an electric field, whereas that of Cr-Cl is unusual. Growth-induced anisotropies are probably causing the great variety of anomalous behaviour.

4.5.5 Apparent thickness dependence of $\Delta n_e$  As shown for Mn-I boracite, $\Delta n_e$ depends on thickness. This effect is probably caused by variations of the synthesis gas composition. It merits further study. Small $\Delta n_e$ compositions (I-boracites) may be particularly affected.

4.5.6 Temperature gradient  If too thick crystal platelets are used ($\geq 0.4$ mm) the orthorhombic-cubic transition may appear of second order because of slow propagation of the $43m/mmm2$ phase boundary in the direction of a thermal gradient along the microscope axis.

The examples of error sources (Sections 4.5.1 to 4.5.6) show that utmost care is required for measuring $\Delta n_e$ and other properties of single domains.

5 APPLICATIONS OF SPONTANEOUS BIREFRINGENCE

5.1 Information on the Temperature Dependence of the Order Parameters

In order to explain the origin and temperature dependence of the measured $\Delta n_e$ data and to check current phenomenological theories, a knowledge of the electro-optic and piezoelectric coefficients,
Spontaneous polarization, deformation, etc. would be necessary. Owing to absence of such data, only some rudimentary statements can be made:

The phase relationship cubic-trigonal \((T_d^5 - C_3^v)\) of boracites is proper.\(^{17,37}\) Thus spontaneous polarization \(P_z\) is the order parameter and \(\Delta n_z\) \((= n_z - n_o)\) can be expressed (see e.g. Refs. 38 and 39) in terms of \(P_z\), the linear and quadratic electro-optic coefficients, \(f_{41}^p\) and \(g_{44}^p\), respectively) of the cubic phase and the refractive index \(n_o\) of the cubic phase:

\[
n_{s(p, o)} = -\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} n_0^3 f_{41}^p P_z - \frac{1}{2} n_0^3 g_{44}^p P_z^2
\]

(1)

The coefficients \(f_{41}^p\) and \(g_{44}^p\) are understood to contain the direct and elasto-optic contributions. The quadratic term being probably smaller than the linear one, \(\Delta n_z(T)\) of the trigonal phase is supposed to reflect essentially \(P_z\).

If the phase relationship \(T_d^5 - C_3^v\) in boracites would be of the proper type, the three principal \(\Delta n_{i}\) values of the orthorhombic phase would take the following form if spontaneous elasto-optic contributions owing to \(P_z\)-independent components of spontaneous strain are disregarded for reasons of simplicity:

\[
\Delta n_{S(1, 2)} (P_z) \approx -n_0^3 f_{41}^p P_z (3)
\]

\[
\Delta n_{S(1, 3)} \approx \frac{1}{2} n_0^3 f_{41}^p P_S (3) + \frac{1}{2} n_0^3 P_z (3) (g_{11} - g_{12})
\]

(3)

\[
\Delta n_{S(2, 3)} \approx -\frac{1}{2} n_0^3 f_{41}^p P_S (3) + \frac{1}{2} n_0^3 P_z (3) (g_{11} - g_{12})
\]

(4)

However, the \(T_d^5 - C_3^v\) transition of boracites is improper. Thus \(P_z\) is no longer the primary order parameter. Therefore, Smuty and Koňak\(^{38}\) take account of contributions from the transition parameter \(q_1, q_2\) to the polarization constant \(B_6\):

\[
\Delta B_6 = \omega_1 q_1 q_2 + \omega_2 P_S (3) (q_1^2 + q_2^2) + f_{41}^p P_S (3)
\]

(5)

where the coefficients are temperature independent. Equation (2) thus takes the form

\[
\Delta n_{S(1, 2)} (P_z) = -n_0^3 \Delta B_6 = -n_0^3 (f_{41}^p - D') P_S (3)
\]

(6)

where \(D'\) describes the improper contribution:

\[
D' = \frac{\omega_1 + 2 \omega_2 P_S (3)}{\chi(\mu + 2\gamma P_S (3))}
\]

(7)

Here \(\omega_1, \omega_2, \mu\) and \(\gamma\) are coefficients of the thermodynamic potential\(^{28}\) and \(\chi\), the susceptibility. Analogous correction terms will be required for the linear and quadratic terms of Eqs. (3) and (4). In case of negligible improper contributions, Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) are probably a good approximation.

Experiment shows that for orthorhombic Co–Cl, Cu–Cl, Zn–Cl and Zn–Br boracites (Figures 7, 13, 15 and 16) \(\Delta n_{S(2, 3)}\) and \(\Delta n_{S(1, 3)}\) \((i.e. n_z - n_0)\) are nearly equal in magnitude, opposite in sign and nearly half the value of \(\Delta n_{S(1, 2)}\) \((i.e. n_z - n_0)\) as required by the linear terms alone of Eqs. (2), (3) and (4), and as manifested by indicatrix type A (Figure 19a). The relative importance of the terms linear in \(P_z\) of Eqs. (3) and (4) decreases (see e.g. Figure 6) in the sense Cl → Br → I-boracite, leading finally to a situation where \(\Delta n_{S(1, 2)}\) \((1 P_z)\) lies in between \(\Delta n_{S(1, 2)}\) and \(\Delta n_{S(1, 3)}\), as manifested by indicatrix type B (Figure 19a). Fe–I and Mn–I boracites are examples of the latter type (Figures 5 and 6). For the time being it is not possible to decide whether this tendency is due to an increasing relative importance of improper contributions, to the spontaneous quadratic electro-optic terms, or to both of them.

### 5.2 Simultaneous Visual Control of the Domain State During Crystallophysical Measurements

Verification of current theories of phase transitions (e.g. for improper ferroelectrics) requires most reliable data on the tensorial properties of many crystallophysical phenomena as a function of temperature, such as susceptibilities, elastic and piezoelectric coefficients, spontaneous polarization, etc. Going through the literature and checking the reliability of published data, the present-day situation for boracites appears as alarming. The main reason is the neglect by many workers of simultaneous visual control of the domain state, which has proved indispensable throughout the entire temperature range of measurement. For that purpose an exact knowledge of the indicatrix properties is mandatory.

As an example, let us discuss reported measurements of spontaneous polarization of boracites: all available data have been collected in Table III. It can be seen that in those cases where the magnitude and orientation of \(\Delta n_z\) has been used to check the single domain state during the measurements (Co–I,\(^{28}\) Fe–I,\(^{40}\) Cu–Cl\(^{33}\) and Cu–Br\(^{34}\)), the spontaneous polarization is of the order of 1 to 4 \(\mu C m^-2\). This is in good agreement with the predicted upper limit
of $P_s$ of about 5 $\mu$ Cb cm$^{-2}$ for “3-dimensional ferroelectrics” to which the boracites belong. Many of the published $P_s$ data—collected without or with insufficient optical control—fall, however, short by one to four orders of magnitude (Mg–Cl, Cr–Cl, Fe–Br, Co–Cl, Co–I, Ni–I, Cu–Br). This does not seem to be accidental.

The discrepancy between the measurements of $P_s$ with and without control of $\Delta n_s$ can be well seen for Co–I and Cu–Br boracite (Table III) and for measurements of $P_s$ of Cu–Cl-boracite with Camlibel’s pulse method. In the latter case, $P_s$ follows the curve $P_s = P_s (20^\circ C) \Delta n(T)/\Delta n(20^\circ C)$ from 20 to 40$^\circ$C; thereabove, $P_s$ falls off apparently, which is due to visually observed backswitching and concomitant ill-defined initial and final domain patterns.

The polarizability of all 3d-transition metal ions is very similar, the structure of the cubic phases, and that of the orthorhombic phases is similar, and so is $\Delta n_s$ among the chlorine, $\Delta n_s$ among the bromine and $\Delta n_s$ among the iodine boracites (Figures 1–17). It is therefore likely that many of the reported $P_s$ data (Table III) will turn out to be much higher when careful optical control is applied during $P_s$ measurements.
5.3 Information on the Statics and Dynamics of Domains

Because boracites are fully ferroelectrics/fully ferroelastics, the optical indicatrix is oriented differently for all possible domain states. All domain states can therefore be distinguished by magnitude or orientation of $\Delta n_{s}$ using orthoscopic or conoscopic techniques:

5.3.1 Static domain patterns of some boracites have been studied, based on this principle for the $mm\bar{2}$ phase $^{29,35}$ 3m-phase $^{17,53}$ and $m$-phase (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3, Figure 18 and 20 and the review $^{34}$).

5.3.2 Effects of ferroelasticity The contrast due to $\Delta n_{s}$ between orthorhombic 180° and 90° domains on (100)$_{cab}$ cuts has been used to study the influence of the magnitude of the ferroelastic shear angle $\sigma$ on the switching behaviour of Fe-I boracite. $^{55}$ One important conclusion: domains, being embedded in an antiparallelly poled matrix, switch back elastically for shear angles above ~2 minutes. Sometimes the crystal avoids the elastic back-switching—without breaking— by accommodating the ferroelastic stress by the formation of spikes having $P_{s}$ in the plane of the platelet (Figure 24). This phenomenon leads, however, to optical cross talk. $^{55}$

5.3.3 Studies of the domain wall velocity The good contrast—due to 90°—rotation of the indicatrix—between 180° domains for (001) cut orthorhombic Fe-I has been used to study elegantly and rapidly the domain wall velocity vs. field and temperature by means of photoelectric detection. $^{55}$ It has been shown that the velocity of 180° domain walls is an exponential function of the reciprocal electric field strength, $^{55}$ a law which has also been found for the optically indistinguishable 180° domain walls of BaTiO$_3$ $^{56-59}$ by means of a laborious etching technique. The exponential law simply means that there is no threshold field for switching.

5.4 Potential Components for Optical Page-Composers, Optical Storage and Passive Display

With the advent of the idea put forward by Rajchmann (see e.g. Ref. 60) of the "optical computer" a feverish search for components thereof, such as page-composers and holographic storage materials, began in laboratories all over the world. Ferroelectrics permitting optical contrast upon switching were considered as one of the potential solutions, e.g. as a photoconductor/ferroelectrics sandwich for bidimensional holographic storage, or as an electrically matrix-addressed page-composer. In this context especially Bi$_2$Ti$_2$O$_7$, Gd$_2$(MoO$_4$)$_3$ (GMO), Pb$_5$Ge$_3$O$_{11}$ and PLZT-type materials have been studied. For a detailed discussion of advantages and disadvantages of these materials, see Ref. $^{61}$. As regards boracites, the following advantages sprang to the eye: (i) high $\Delta n_{s}$, permitting thin $\lambda/4$ wave plates (e.g. 7 $\mu$m for Ni–Cl boracite),

---

TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase transition temperature °C of some boracites as determined by measuring $\Delta n_{s}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni–Cl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr–Cl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn–Cl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–Cl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Definition: $a = 190° - 2 \lg^{-1} a/b$. 

---
hence allowing in principle small addressing voltages, (ii) small ferroelectric shear angle, avoiding cracking, etc., and (iii) advantageous symmetry permitting a 90° rotation of the elliptic indicatrix cross section, thus allowing a 100% light transmission in the "on" state, if reflection losses are disregarded. This is why a study of the optical memory properties of Fe—I boracite single crystals and a feasibility study of synthesizing layers of Ni—Cl boracite have been undertaken at Battelle—Geneva.

5.4.1 Single crystal studies on Fe—I boracite Since Δη₄ (⊥P₄) of Fe—I boracite is about 0.004 at room temperature, λ/4 wave plates can be made with 34 and 17 μm thickness for transmission and reflection, respectively, and addressing voltages 10× smaller than for GMO are possible because Δη₄ (⊥P₄) = 0.0004 for the latter one. It has been shown that fatigue free switching is possible for isolated memory elements, for at least 10⁸ cycles, but that mechanical and optical crosstalk effects do not allow a cross-bar access owing to the finite ferroelectric shear-angle of about 2 min. Arrays of stripe-like elements can, however, be operated satisfactorily, as is the case for GMO.

5.4.2 Studies of epitaxial layers of Ni—Cl boracite on Cr—Cl boracite For industrial application, the preferable form of an optical component of boracite would be a "thick" layer. Therefore the feasibility of chemical deposition of boracite layers has been successfully studied. For the system orthorhombic Ni—Cl boracite on cubic Cr—Cl boracite as substrate, it has been shown that layers between 2 and 100 μm thickness can be produced by CVD using a closed (ampulla) or an open (continuous flow) system. Good contrast 180° domains with a size down to <1 μm have been achieved.

5.4.3 Suggestions for future developments It has been demonstrated that the key requirement for using the switching of Δη₄ of boracites—as well as of any other ferroelastic ferroelectric—is the development of a composition having a zero or a tiny shear angle (≤1 min of arc) in order to prevent cracking, elastic back-switching, optical and mechanical cross-talk, fatigue, etc., and in order to allow poly-nucleation which leads to short switching times of a memory element of a given size. We can see three ways of approach in order to realize such desirable "shear free" or "shear-poor" compositions of boracites:

i) The trigonal phase of Zn—Cl boracite on the one hand, and that of Fe—Cl and Fe—Br boracite on the other hand, have opposite shear relative to the boron-oxygen skeleton. Therefore, at a given Zn—Fe ratio and at a given temperature, a zero shear composition must exist (Figure 25) in the pseudo-binary phase diagram of Fe—Cl/Zn—Cl and Fe—Br/Zn—Cl boracite. Figure 20 (boxes 0—2 and 7—8) depicts the geometry allowing contrast.

ii) In the mm2 phase of Fe—I boracite the shear angle approaches zero when the temperature approaches that of the transition mm2 — m = 3m. Operation in the mm2 phase close to the transition to the m-phase is characterized by absence of back-switching and by poly-nucleation. By synthesizing mixed crystals (e.g. Fe—I/Fe—Br) it may be possible to shift the small shear region to room temperature.

iii) Possibly there exist different orthorhombic boracite compositions having shear of opposite sign relative to the boron-oxygen skeleton as do the trigonal phases. (Zn/Fe boracite pairs are potential candidates.) If the switching of any ferroelastic/ferroelectric boracite is ever to be used technologically, the development of the production of
layers or of large single crystals is mandatory. For reasons of symmetry the substrate for layers has, however, to have a binary axis perpendicular to its surface in order to achieve contrast.

5.5 Studies of Surface Layers and Defects

Spontaneous birefringence has been successfully used to visualize surface layers of about 5 \( \mu m \) thickness of Ni–Cl boracite, which behave dynamically differently from the bulk crystal and are probably due to a change of supersaturation during the cooling phase of the growth.\(^{35}\) It would be rewarding to study the surface layers in boracites and other ferroelectrics permitting direct visualization via \( \Delta n \), owing to favorable symmetry. This might shed more light on the still very obscure problem of surface layers of ferroelectrics in general (see e.g. Ref. 66).

6 CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that measurement of spontaneous birefringence \( \text{vs.} \) temperature is a simple but sensitive and powerful means of studying phase transitions. Twinning and defects in boracites, even more sensitive in many cases than x-ray analysis and Mössbauer spectroscopy.

The results presented for twenty-one boracite compositions are expected to be useful for obtaining information on the order parameters' temperature dependence, although they will still have to be complemented by measurements of electro-optic and elasto-optic coefficients, spontaneous polarization, etc., before definite conclusions on the various contributions to \( \Delta n \), can be drawn.

The symmetry properties of the boracite species \( 43mFmm, 43mFm \) and \( 43mF3m \) are unique in the sense that they allow optical contrast in a longitudinal mode upon switching of \( P_e \) or of a component thereof along [001]\(_{cube}\). Chemical and physical feasibility studies show that these properties may be exploited technologically, but more development work would be required with respect to the synthesis of shear free compositions in the form of layers or of large single crystals. The most important present-day application of spontaneous birefringence of boracites—as well as that of other ferroelastic ferroelectrics—lies in the field of research: control of the domain state at any temperature of measurement of crystallophysical properties cannot sufficiently be recommended to all workers in the field. Why deny the use of a pattern recognition machine with a computer on line? There exists a priceless, simple, but marvellous system which is ready for most of you: a polarizing microscope plus your eyes, plus your brains!
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